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Who We Are
Andrew Keene : Veteran Options Trader
*Biggest independent, on the Floor AAPL Trader in the
world : 2006-2009
Alex Bernal, CMT : Trader, Technical Analyst
What We Do
Options Trading Education : Live Trading Room
Services we Offer
- Trading Room: every trade placed real time,
unusual options activity, and daily trading ideas.
- Premium Subscriptions
- Blog, Trade of the Day
Disclaimer: We are Not Investment Advisors

Options with a Trading Catalyst or Non- Catalyst
Advantages of Options: I can devise a strategy that
makes money with no movement, BIG movement,
or movement in either direction
Historical Volatility & Movement: I like to look at
how much the stock has moved in the last 4
quarters on average, with a BIG emphasis on last
quarter and how much the stock moved in the same
quarter last year.
Implied Volatility & Movement: I use the ATM
Straddle or Strangle to price the implied movement
on earnings. I compare this to the Historical actual
movement to help come up with a strategy.
Measured Move Targets: I look at this implied
movement to look at the measured move target to
where this Stock could end up after the earnings are
announced.

Options with a Trading Catalyst or Non- Catalyst
Typical Options I use: Weeklys or Close to
expiration Options. I would prefer every stock
have weeklies, but not every stock will. I want to
play the catalyst not the direction of the stock
market.
Typical Strategies I Implement : I trade every
strategy based on different information. I like Iron
Condors, Call and Put Butterflies, Call Spreads
and Put Spreads.
Earnings I Do Not Play : Stocks that do not have
options or stocks where the option markets are
very wide that it is difficult to put on or take off a
trade.
Favorite Earnings To Play: I like to play every
earnings that has liquid and active equity options
with AAPL always being my favorite.

Stock #1 : AA - Alcoa
Date of Earnings : July 9, 2012 After the Bell
H. - Historical Movement on Earnings - Where can I get this?
04/11/12 $9.32 $9.90 $+0.58 (6.2%)
01/10/12 $9.42 $9.44 $+0.01 (0.2%)
10/12/11 $10.30 $10.05 $-0.25 (-2.4%)
07/12/11 $15.91 $15.71 $-0.20 (-1.3%)
Average Magnitude of Post Earnings Return 2.5%
I. - Implied Movement : Current Option Pricing is implying a $0.56 movement,
6.2% (show spread book)
How do I get this? The weekly ATM straddle is $0.56
M. Measured Move Target : This means that the stock is implying it will trade to
either $9 minus $.56 = $8.44 or $9 plus $0.56= $9.56
When Implied Move is Twice the Size of Avg Magnitude over, sometimes I wonder
why is the movement so high?
Also the same quarter last year is very very important, how did this stock move in
the same quarter, cycle last year?
...Now let's look at the Chart

Stock #1 : AA - Alcoa
CHART: Bearish, but stuck in a $8 - $9 range since May. Will it break this trend or
continue? I think that AA can test to the lower end of the $8.20 level. If it breaks to
the upside above $9 then I want out of the trade.
Trading Ideas (I only want to play the event and not have the directional risk of the stock market, so
ideally I want to trade the weeklies)

So, choices:
1. Buy weekly $9 Puts, $0.42
2. Sell weekly 8-9 Call Spread, $0.62
3. Buy the weekly 10 Puts, $1.31
If stock hits $8.20, my target: I will take 1/2 off for profits and let 1/2 ride
If It doesn't hit my target: I will be stopped out at $9.00 for a $0.44 loss.
1. Weekly 9 Puts go from $.42 to $.80 Risk: $42 Reward: $858
2. Weekly 8 - 9 Call Spread from $.62 to $.20 Risk: $38 Reward: $62
(breakdown trade in spreadbook)

3. Weekly 10 Puts $1.31 to $1.80 Risk: $1.31 Risk: $131 Reward: $8.69
So, I think the best is selling the 8-9 Call Spread, bc I don't think the stock will
move too much

Stock #2 : YUM - YUM Brands
Earnings Date : July 9, 2012 After the Bell
H. - Historical Movement on Earnings 04/19/12 $72.94 $71.41 $ -1.53 (-2.1%)
02/07/12 $63.19 $64.85 $ +1.66 (2.6%)
10/05/11 $49.44 $48.12 $ -1.32 (-2.7%)
07/14/11 $55.58 $56.37 $ +0.79 (1.4%)
Average Magnitude of Post Earnings Return 2.2%
I. - Implied Movement : Current Option Pricing is July 65 Straddle is $3.60, implying
a 5.5% movement
How do I get this? The weekly ATM straddle is $3.60 (Show Spread Book)
M. Measured Move Target : Measured Move Target 65 minus $3.60= $61.4 and
$65 plus $3.60= $68.60 based on the ATM Straddle Price.
CHART: The Chart is showing a long term bullish trend line from the Oct lows from
$47 to the recent highs of $74. It broke that is now headed to the downside and
over the last month it has seen buying pressure at $62.50 and selling pressure at
$67.50
...Now let's look at the Chart

Stock #2 : Yum - Yum Brands
Trading Ideas I want to fade the movement of 5.5% bc it has only moved 2.2% the
last 4 quarters
So, choices:
1. Selling the July 65 Straddle and Buying the July 62.5 Puts and July 67.5 Calls
for $1.85. Risk: $65 per 1 lot Reward: $185 per a lot
2. Selling the July 62.5 - 60 Put Spread and 67.5 - 70 Call Spread for $0.97
Risk: $153 per 1 lot Reward: $97 per 1 lot (break down trade details in spreadbook)
3. Selling the July 60-57 Put Spread and 70-72.5 Call Spread for $.40
Risk: $210 per 1 lot Reward: $40 per 1 lot
I am choosing the second play bc my breakeven Points would $61.53 and $68.47,
right at the measured move targets. I make money as long as YUM stays in
between the range of $61.53 and $68.47. I will lose money out of those ranges,
but my risk is capped.
I am not taking example 1, Because I do think the stock will move at least 2.5%. I
am not choosing Option 3, because I do not want to risk $210 to make $40, that is
not a good risk vs reward trade.

Stock #3 : JPM - JP Morgan
Earnings Date : July 13, 2012 Before Open
H. - Historical Movement on Earnings 04/13/12 $44.84 $43.21 $-1.63 (-3.6%)
01/13/12 $36.85 $35.92 $-0.93 (-2.5%)
10/13/11 $33.20 $31.60 $-1.60 (-4.8%)
07/14/11 $39.62 $40.35 $+0.73 (1.8%)
Average Magnitude of Post Earnings Return 3.2%
I. - Implied Movement : The JPM weekly $34 Straddle is $1.60, implying a 4.7%
move (Show Spread Book)
M. Measured Move Target : The measured move targets are $32.40 and $35.60. I
get this from $34 minus $1.60 and $34 plus $1.60.
CHART: The Chart looks ugly since the news of the HUGE losses that Jamie
Dimon "did not" know about. The stock recently bottomed at $32 and has not
been able to test to the upside from the Gap lower from $40.50 to $38.
...Now let's look at the Chart

Stock #3 : JPM - JP Morgan
I think the stock will make a BIGGER movement than anticipated as the report an
important quarter as to how much money they lost, as I have heard anywhere
between $2-$8 billion. Just the Fear that is associated with the stock will potentially
boost volatility in these options for earnings.
So, choices:
1. Buying the JPM weekly 34 Straddle for $1.60
Risk: $160 per 1 lot Reward: unlimited (in theory the Calls can go to unlimited)
Breakeven: $32.40 or $35.60
2. Buying the JPM weekly 33 Puts and 35 Call Strangle for $.80
Risk: $80 per 1 lot Reward: unlimited (in theory the Calls can go to unlimited)
Breakeven: $32.20 or $35.80
I picked option 1, because the first Strangle will start making money right away, in
the second strategy I am risking less, but unless the stock breaks $33 or $35 then
this Spread will go to zero. Even if JPM only moves the 3.2%, avg last 4 quarters
$1.09, the first Spread will go from $1.60 to $1.10, but the second will move from $.
80 to $.10. I will take half my position of in JPM at $32.20 to the downside and half
at $36.90 to the upside and let the other half run.

Stock #4 : WFC - Wells Fargo
Earnings Date : July 13, 2012 Before Open
H. - Historical Movement on Earnings 04/13/12 $34.02 $32.84 $-1.18 (-3.5%)
01/17/12 $29.61 $29.82 $+0.21 (0.7%)
10/17/11 $26.67 $24.42 $-2.25 (-8.4%)
07/19/11 $26.88 $28.41 $+1.53 (5.7%)
Average Magnitude of Post Earnings Return 4.6%

I. - Implied Movement : The $33 Straddle is $1.06 implying a 3.2% move on
earnings (Show Spread Book)
M. Measured Move Target : The measured move target is $33 plus $1.06 and $33
minus $1.06, so $31.94 and $34.06

CHART: Out of all the banks, WFC has been performing the best and the chart
looks very clean to me even though we have seen massive selling pressure
between $34-$34.50. I think they should have good earnings and will retest to the
upside of that chart. The stock is above the 100, 150, and 200 Day Moving
Average.
...Now let's look at the Chart

Stock #4 : WFC - Wells Fargo
Trading Ideas
1. Buying the weekly 33-34 Call Spread for $.36
Risk: $36 per 1 lot Reward: $64 per 1 lot
Break even: $33.36
2. Buying the weekly 34-35 Call Spread for $.14
Risk: $14 per 1 lot Reward: $86 per 1 lot
Break even: $35.14
3. Buying the weekly 33-34-35 Call Fly for $.24
Risk: $24 per 1 lot Reward: $76 per 1 lot
Break even: $33.24 and $34.76
4. Buying the weekly 34-35-36 Call Fly for $.12
Risk: $12 per 1 lot Reward: $88 per 1 lot
Break even: $34.12 and $35.88
I chose Option number 3, because it sets up a good risk vs reward situation that
WFC rallies on earnings, but not too much bc the implied movement is lower than
the Avg Magnitude of the last 4 quarters. Also, the last 2 quarters the stock has
NOT moved too much.

Stock #5 : FAST - Fastenal
Earnings Date : July 12, 2012 Before Open
H. - Historical Movement on Earnings 04/12/12 $49.63 $48.87 $-0.76 (-1.5%)
01/18/12 $46.79 $45.53 $-1.26 (-2.7%)
10/13/11 $34.62 $33.70 $-0.92 (-2.7%)
07/12/11 $36.00 $34.48 $-1.52 (-4.2%)
Average Magnitude of Post Earnings Return 2.8%

I. - Implied Movement : The ATM July 40 Straddle is $3 which is implying a 7.5%
move (Show Spread Book)
M. Measured Move Target : The measured move targets is $40 plus $3 and $40
minus $3, so $37 and $43.
CHART: The chart looks bearish and is currently trading under the 50, 100, 150,
200 Day Moving Averages. It recent lows are $37.50 and the stocks looks to be a
short on any rally.
...Now let's look at the Chart

Stock #5 : FAST - Fastenal
Trading Ideas
1. Buying the July 40 Puts for $1.25
Risk: $125 per 1 lot Reward: $3875 per 1 lot
Breakeven: $38.75
2. Buying the July 40-37.5 Put Spread for $1.05
Risk: $105 per 1 lot Reward: $145 per 1 lot
Breakeven: $38.95
3. Selling the July 40-45 Call Spread for $1.70
Risk: $330 per 1 lot Reward: $170 per 1 lot
Breakeven: $41.70

I decided choice number 3. I like this strategy, because I am selling premium not
buying it. This is the only choice where if the stock does not move at all I make
money on this trade and the stock only moved $.76 last quarter. In this trade I will
make money if the stock goes down, flat, or up less than 2.9%. If the stock sells off
to $37.50, I will take the position off and leave the other half for more profits. If the
stock rallies, I will leave it on, bc I think this stock will NOT break the $42 level.

Summary And Key Takeaways
- You can use options to make $$ on Catalyst events, little market risk
- Always go through the H.I.M.C.R.R.B.T. Trading Strategy
- If I am trading countertrend, make sure the risk vs reward lines up.
- Every stock is different, historical vs implied volatility is important.
- Its a War not a battle. Think Tony Gwynn, Not Mark McGwire.
- Never get frustrated if I lose money on a trade, there are always more trades
down the road.
- Stick with a plan of when I will take the trade off, willing to risk, and my reward.
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